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Context

CERN-LHCC-2018-025

1806.07396

MATHUSLA collaboration is working towards becoming “on-shell”

At this workshop, main goal is to make progress towards proposal for funding 
agencies & European Strategy, and incorporate feedback from our external 

review panel. 

Thank you to Simons Center for hosting this workshop!
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 Why look for LLPs at the LHC?



1. Analogy to SM

Variety of mechanisms can suppress particle decay width:  
small coupling, approximate symmetries, heavy mediator, lack 
of phase space. 

2. Bottom-up Theoretical Motivation

Same mechanisms can be active in BSM theories.

Additional motivation from symmetry structure of QFT: 
hidden sectors are generic possibility (Hidden Valleys, dark 
photons, singlet extensions, etc)

Higgs boson particularly enticing probe of relatively light new 
physics (Exotic Higgs Decays)

Motivation for (neutral) LLPs



Motivation for (neutral) LLPs
3. Where is the new physics?

Completely pragmatic. So far, searches at LHC for (mostly prompt) 
BSM signals have only yielded null results. 

LHC is great for the Lifetime Frontier (energy x intensity)! 
Very long-lived particles are inherently rare signals but you also want 
high energy to produce them via high-scale processes

4. Top-Down Theoretical Motivation

LLPs can arise in almost any BSM theory! Often play intrinsic 
role in the mechanism at the heart of the theory!

Could be involved in addressing big fundamental questions like 
Naturalness, Dark Matter, Baryogenesis, Neutrino Masses…
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“intrinsically” and “generically” motivated LLP scenarios 
for MATHUSLA & main detectors



Lifetime frontier should be a focus of the 
upcoming decade at the LHC 



The MATHUSLA Detector

MAssive Timing Hodoscope 
for Ultra-Stable NeutraL PArticles

MATHUSLA Chou, DC, Lubatti 1606.06298 
DC, Peskin 1705.06327

Physics Case White Paper 1806.07396
Letter of Intent: CERN-LHCC-2018-025

In-depth feature article in Quanta and Wired magazine, September 2018
https://www.quantamagazine.org/how-the-hidden-higgs-could-reveal-our-universes-dark-sector-20170926/  https://www.wired.com/story/hidden-higgs-dark-sector/

Physics Today article about LLPs and hidden sectors (DC, Raman Sundrum, June 2017)
http://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/PT.3.3594

“Nuclear Detectives Hunt Invisible Particles That Escaped the World's Largest Atom 
Smasher”, Live Science, May 2018 https://www.livescience.com/62633-lhc-stray-particles-mathusla-detection.html

Easy reading:



An external LLP detector for the HL-LHC
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… searches for LLPs by reconstructing displaced vertices in air-filled 
decay volume. 

Same geometric acceptance as main detector for long lifetimes!

Plan to take data 
mid-2020s

100-200m square



LLP Detection & Background Rejection
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LLP DV signal has to satisfy many 
stringent geometrical and timing 

requirements 
(“4D DV” with cm/ns precision)

These signal requirements + a 
few extra geometry and timing 

cuts veto all backgrounds!

MATHUSLA can search for neutral LLP 
decays with near-zero backgrounds!



Sensitivity
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Very easy to estimate sensitivity at MATHUSLA:

in long lifetime 
regime

only modest O(1) 
dependence on LLP 
production process.



Sensitivity

LLP cross section reach Some example production xsecs

Probe TeV+ scales! 
10-5 Exotic Higgs decays!

BBN!

Any LLP production process 
with σ > fb can give signal.

MATHUSLA Physics Case, 1806.07396



Cosmic Ray Physics @ MATHUSLA
MATHUSLA is an excellent Cosmic Ray Telescope!

Has unique abilities in CR experimental ecosystem  
(precise resolution, directionality, full coverage of its area)

~90% e, ~10% μ, less hadrons

See Juan Carlos’ talk



Backgrounds @ MATHUSLA
Cosmics: LLP signal of 4-dimensional DV with 2 or more tracks is very hard 
to fake by downward (or even sideways) going cosmics, and high-multiplicity 
showers where coincidences have higher chance are easily vetoed.  
Detailed simulation studies in progress!

Muons from LHC: either do not satisfy signal requirement or can be vetoed 
with material veto (hard scattering) and opening angle cuts (delta rays).
Studied muon penetration through rock in GEANT, then analytical calculation 
of behavior in MATHUSLA (scattering rates etc)

See Gordon’s talk

Neutrinos: can be vetoed with cuts on final state speed (slow protons), opening 
angle & orientation. (Over-)estimated rates using measured cross sections and 
analytical calculations of kinematics. Detailed simulation studies in progress. 

Other things: rare scatterings in the floor, cosmic albedo, etc etc… Reason to 
believe they are small, but detailed studies required.



Geometry & Site Selection

Something like MATHUSLA100 would 
have very similar sensitivity to early 

benchmark (“MATHUSLA200”), 
especially if it was a bit closer to IP. 

There is room near CMS!!

Simple benchmark
geometries
from LOI

MATHUSLA100
is current benchmark



Detector Technology & Layout

See Rinaldo’s, Erez’s talks

Need a tracking technology that is cost-effective, reliable, and can deliver ~ns 
timing resolutions for directionality & CR rejection.

(Slightly open question for studies in progress: 
what spatial resolution is required? Default right now is 1cm.)

Detector + Electronics will likely dominate cost of MATHUSLA. 

Current benchmark choice: 
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs).

Would allow for MATHULSA100 with sensor cost in the 10s of M. 
Significant R&D opportunity to scale production & bring cost down!

Other technologies (plastic or liquid scintillator) must also be explored.



Modular detector design
See  

Erez’s talk

Modular construction is flexible and scalable. 
We’re hoping we don’t need “side wall” vetoes, but this depends on 

outcome of detailed neutrino & cosmic BG studies.



MATHUSLA Test Stand

2.5 x 2.5 x 5m MATHUSLA-type detector 
taking data in ATLAS SX1 now

Built using repurposed detectors 
(RPCs from ARGO, scintillators from 
D0 muon system) to take background 
measurements from cosmics and 
LHC collisions.  

Will calibrate Monte Carlo 
simulations, allow background 
rejection strategies to be tested, and 
allows us to build up analysis capability 
in anticipation of full detector. 

See Cristiano’s talk



MATHUSLA

in the context of 

other LLP detectors



HL-LHC 
main detectors



MATHUSLA vs HL-LHC Main Detectors

MATHUSLA will have better sensitivity than ATLAS/CMS in 
the long-lifetime regime whenever the corresponding main-
detector LLP search suffers from *any* difficulties with
- backgrounds > ab
- trigger efficiency
- cut requirements

Define long-lifetime sensitivity gain at MATHUSLA:

MATHUSLA Physics Case, 1806.07396



A few known examples…
LLPs decaying into well-separated leptons with m > O(10) GeV: 
negligible background, trigger easily, Rs ~ 1

Probably similar if LLP decaying into anything is produced in 
association with (hard enough) leptons. Pay Br penalty? Rs ~ 1/Br!

but if LLP m < ~ 10 GeV and decays to leptons, have 
displaced lepton jets! σBG after cuts ~ 10 fb → Rs ~10-100?

LLP decays hadronically with m < O(100s GeV) and nothing 
else in event:  ATLAS MS, σBG after cuts ~ 100fb,  Rs ~ 1000!

LLP decays hadronically with m > few 100 GeV, or produced in 
association with high-energy jets, will pass L1 triggers, can look 
with CMS displaced jet triggers.  σBG after cuts < ~ ab → Rs ~ 1

1411.6977 

ATLAS-CONF-2016-042

1411.6530

1606.06298, 
1605.02742 



Rules of thumb
ATLAS/CMS win at short lifetimes, and for LLPs with highly conspicuous 
prompt or decay final states (high-mass jet or leptonic decays, production in 
association with hard jets etc)

MATHUSLA wins at long lifetimes for anything else, e.g. 
- LLPs with m < ~ O(100 GeV) and hadronic decays
- LLPs decaying to lepton jets
- LLPs with subdominant fraction of leptons in final state
with ~10-1000x better LLP xsec sensitivity

THESE ARE PRIMARY MATHUSLA TARGETS:  LLP searches that will 
be difficult at main detectors even after LLP search program has matured!

The above may be physics targets we can sacrifice for MATHUSLA if 
it makes life a lot easier? (e.g. high-mass LLP decays to two leptons, which 
have low reconstruction efficiency in minimal geometry)



What about MET searches?
Those are great if the LLP production xsec 

is sizable and MET is > few 100 GeV. 

For LLP pair production (e.g. DM simplified models with 
unstable invisible particle) or SUSY-type models with 
slightly squeezed spectra, MATHUSLA can have much 

larger mass reach than main detector MET search!

Philip Harris MATHUSLA Physics Case, 1806.07396



What about possible timing upgrades?



Jia Liu, 
Zhen Liu, 

Lian-Tao Wang 
1805.05957 

Timing at the HL-LHC main detectors
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Quite sizable even for reasonably high O(1) boosts, if you have e.g. 30ps timing!

Opening angle of 
LLP decay products 

~ (boost)-1



What could you do with timing upgrades?

Consider h➝XX (single LLP search). 

30ps timing layer on inside of CMS ECAL: 

30ps timing layer on outside of ATLAS Muon Spectrometer

Want to catch h+j production events with single 30 GeV ISR jet.

+ similar to proposed upgrades 
- how to trigger at L1? Would need PV4d and DV4d (full timing vertices) at Level 1  
- Δt > 0.8ns timing cut (13 STDEV of PU time distribution) to reduce hard jet fake DV 
background by 10-10 to N < 1

+ L1 trigger OK using Muon ROI like existing DV search
- would be amazing, but $$$ for such a big 30ps timing layer? (10m radius)  
- Δt > 0.2ns timing cut (4 STDEV of PU time distribution) to reduce hard jet fake DV 
background by 10-6 to N < 1

Jia Liu, Zhen Liu, Lian-Tao Wang 1805.05957 

Scenarios considered:
see next few slides



Cosmic ray muons > ~ 60 GeV can reach ATLAS cavern, scatter off material 
in MS, and give a DV. Material veto difficult due to low resolution!

Example of time-flat backgrounds: CRs in ATLAS MS

Directionality won’t help a huge amount in rejecting them,  since 
hadronic LLP decays in MS can look the same. 

VERY ROUGH RATE ESTIMATE (without DV efficiencies etc):  

cosmic muon flux  > 20 GeV in ATLAS cavern: ~ 1.34 /s/m^2
CERN-THESIS-2011-118

Muon-Iron inelastic scattering xsec at 
Emu ~ 20 GeV: 7 microbarn
hep-ph/0611008

Assuming each muon goes through 
10cm of iron in MS, you get ~ 105 events @ HL-LHC

“~30fb”. Could be significant 0.01 - O(1) fraction of BG!



Potential Sensitivity Gain?
If BG-free, timing-enhanced searches could have O(1/10) MATHUSLA 
sensitivity for long-lifetimes.  

The background-free results in 1805.05957 relies on assuming BG has 
GAUSSIAN time-structure of pile-up and you can cut by many STDEV.  

However, material interactions, punchthrough, cosmic rays, beam halo, etc are 
all either FLAT in time or come with built-in time-delay. They constitute a 
non-negligible BG constituent (e.g. CR in ATLAS MS). 
Also PU is not exactly Gaussian… 
⇒ projected 10-6 - 10-10 rejection factors not realistic.

This paper ignored these backgrounds, and its quantitative conclusions 
are incorrect.  

Regardless of such details, timing is definitely very exciting and will 
improve main detector sensitivity (but not to MATHUSLA levels…)



SHiP



SHiP
√s = 38 GeV fixed target facility proposed for SPS, specifically for 
low-mass hidden sectors via LLP searches.  

Flagship “Intensity Frontier” proposal. Total cost ~ 200-300M*

*~50 for detector, rest for fixed target complex



SHiP

We have computed MATHUSLA reach estimates for *their 
benchmark models* so they can be included in the document 
of the Physics Beyond Colliders working group & its submission 
to European Strategy.

For shorter lifetimes and mass < ~ 10 MeV, SHiP is much better.  

MATHUSLA access higher scale physics above the GeV scale! 

MATHUSLA sees 10-100 more LLPs from exotic meson 
decays if lifetime >> 100m, so can have better sensitivity even 
at low masses.



MATHUSLA & SHiP for Heavy Neutral Leptons

MATHUSLA200 is comparable/complementary to SHiP!



MATHUSLA & SHiP for Minimal Scalar Extension

MATHUSLA beats SHiP for long lifetimes.
Can also access exotic Higgs decay LLP production mode. 



Dark Photons & Axions

SHiP beats MATHUSLA for minimal dark photon & minimal 
axion models, since 
- you don’t win much with LHC energy (direct production of 
very low mass states)
- production & decay are via same coupling and MATHUSLA’s 
long distance means the long lifetime required for signal kills 
xsec. 

However, as soon as the theory departs from these extremely 
minimal benchmark models, MATHUSLA can win by a lot 
because high-mass production modes open up

For HNL and scalars, MATHUSLA does well in this intensity 
frontier regime because it wins by LHC B-meson production rate.



Dark Photons & Axions-like particles

Dark photons
from exotic Higgs decays

ALPs from
exotic higgs decays

(essentially 
nothing else 

has sensitivity)



MATHUSLA inspired 
an ecosystem of

external LLP detector proposals



CODEX-b
“mini-MATHUSLA” in existing cavity near LHCb

+ Definitely more affordable than something on MATHUSLA scale

+ smaller volume can have more sophisticated instrumentation to explore 
the low-mass LLP regime < 10-100 MeV.  
 
+ Easy interface with  
LHCb!

- ~1/100 MATHUSLA  
sensitivity

Gligorov, Knapen, Papucci, 
Robinson,1708.09395



FASER Feng, Galon, Kling, 
Trojanowski 1710.09387

Relatively small and cheap detector.

cylindrical (R = 0.2m, L = 10m), can be placed in 
‘condemned’ access tunnel with minimal excavation

curvature of LHC tunnel provides >100m of shielding

Exploits large forward (small angle) cross section enhancement for 
low-scale LLP production processes to probe sub-GeV regime. 
Highly complementary to MATHUSLA!



AL3X

Radically reconfigure ALICE detector and its collision point 
at HL-LHC for dedicated LLP search. 

1/10 - 1 x MATHUSLA sensitivity at long lifetimes, 
MUCH BETTER at short lifetimes. 

Requires ≲ (Eiffel Tower) worth of shielding, 
significant upgrades to beam optics. 

Very audacious, not sure how likely.  Would be amazing!! 

Gligorov, Knapen, 
Nachman, Papucci, 

Robinson, to 
appear

(Zombie-ALICE)



comparative
reach



exotic Higgs decay to LLPs

nothing beats 
MATHUSLA

except 
the most ambitious

AL3X
Gligorov, Knapen, 
Nachman, Papucci, 

Robinson, to 
appear



SM+S

scalar 
extension

w/o
exotic

Higgs decays

FASER
+

MATHUSLA
≳

SHiP



“all proposals”
minimal higgs portal scalar LLP production via B decay 

Gligorov, Knapen, 
Nachman, Papucci, 

Robinson, to 
appear



“all proposals”, minimal dark photon, with bremsstrahlung

Gligorov, Knapen, Nachman, Papucci, Robinson, to appear



“all proposals”, minimal dark photon, with bremsstrahlung

Gligorov, Knapen, Nachman, Papucci, Robinson, to appear



Conclusion



Conclusion

MATHUSLA takes advantage of high HL-LHC energy
and BG-free environment to probe general sub-GeV to 

TeV scale new physics.

Compared to HL-LHC detectors, orders of magnitude 
sensitivity gain.

Bonus: also competitive with Intensity Frontier 
experiments for several important low-scale models.

Guaranteed Physics Return: Cosmic Ray Physics Program. 

Proposal is realistic in terms of cost and minimal 
disruption to HL-LHC operations/upgrades. 


